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INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE 
 

 

„EUROPEAN UNION AND THE OPPORTUNITIES FOR YOUTH 2014+“ 
 

11 May 2015 Bratislava, Slovakia 

 

 

Institute of European Democrats (IED), an innovative political and cultural Research Institute 

supported by the European Parliament and Young Europeans (original - Mladí Európania, ME), a 

Slovak pro-European youth organization, organized the International Conference „EUROPEAN 

UNION AND THE OPPORTUNITIES FOR YOUTH 2014+“, which took place on 11 May 2015 

(Monday) in the premises of the Conference Centre in the Tatra Hotel in Bratislava, Slovakia. 
 

The Conference focused on exploring the opportunities which the international projects within the European Union 

bring to young people. The primary goal of the Conference was to raise awareness about the possibilities of 

participation and professional and personal growth of young people in diverse programmes and concepts that the 

European Union offers to students and young professionals. The Conference also presented the concrete 

opportunities for young people and discussed the challenges and problems that could occur within implementation 

of the EU programmes. The Conference was organized as a roundtable Conference, which allowed all invited 

panellists to interact, ask and discuss the main themes of the event. Additionally, participants in the audience could 

ask questions and hence find out everything they need to know about the possibilities of their personal and 
professional growth within the European Union. 

The main topics and simultaneously the titles of two panels of the Conference were “The Youth in the EU, the 

situation and the facts” and “Beyond Erasmus, after 20 years of success”. The Workshops of the organizations, 

which offer the educational, professional and mobility projects for students and graduates, were the important parts 

of the event. Many significant guests from all around Europe, the representatives of various governmental and non-

governmental organizations as well as many academic lecturers, students and graduates attended the Conference. 
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The moderator of the Conference was François Lafond, the Executive Director of the Paris think tank EuropaNova, 

associate professor at the Sciences-Po, a member of the scientific committee of the Institute of European Democrats 

(IED) and a member of the executive board of the IGMO. Previously, he was the executive director of the French Aspen 

Institute, the director of the Paris Office of The German Marshall Fund of the United State, a special adviser of the 

Italian Minister for Regional Affairs and Local Autonomies and a responsible for international relations of the think 

tank Glocus in Roma. He was therefore a very important guest who took on the role of the moderator of the Conference. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

ORGANISERS: 

The Conference was organized by the Institute of European Democrats (IED) together with Young Europeans (Mladí 

Európania, ME). Institute of European Democrats (IED) is a political and cultural independent Research Institute 

based in Brussels. IED offers fresh political ideas as well as a strong and respected cultural background to the European 

Democratic Party (PDE-EDP) to which it is formally affiliated. Like all political foundations at the European level 

formally recognised by the European Parliament, IED was established with the support of the European institutions in 

order to be a political think tank. The Institute of European Democrats promotes a wide range of activities that include 

studies and analysis, workshops and public conferences. In order to contribute to develop a political debate at the EU 

level, thanks to a well-developed European-wide network, IED organizes international conferences and seminars where 

politicians, experts, EU and national officials, academics and others can discuss and share ideas.  

Young European (Mladí Európania, ME) is a Slovak youth organization which gathers young people who are not 

careless about the world around. It is a youth partner of the Slovak European Democratic Party (EDP/EDS). It supports 

an idea that young people have to be active and therefore they try to show, through their activities, to other young people 

that public affairs as well as the life within the European Union directly concern us and affect our everyday lives. The 

goal of organization is the general enlightenment, education, gathering of youth, development of their cooperation and 

raising awareness of the life within the Community (not only) in Europe. 

 

The Conference was opened by Luca Bader, the Chief Executive Officer of the Institute of European Democrats (IED). 

In his speech, Bader emphasized the significance of the EU youth programmes and their importance for the integration 

of young people into the professional world and society in general. “We made Europe, European institutions and the  
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European system within which the EU works – however, we still have to make the European generation,” Bader 

highlighted. In this respect, he expressed his great support for the EU programmes such as Erasmus+, but also his belief 

for the need of more investments to the EU youth initiatives because they are the investment to the future European 

generations, which will feel truly European. Simultaneously, he is convinced the EU political debate has to be opened 

towards the youth and support for them and their professional and personal growth in the EU.  

                                           

                                                  Luca Bader                                                                                     Miroslava Calegari  

Miroslava Calegari, the President of the youth organization Young Democrats for Europe (YDE), youth platform of 

PDE-EDP, prepared the video speech which she addressed directly to youth. She emphasized that issue of youth in the 

EU is one of the main areas of interest of organization YDE, within which they gather active young people and make 

them involved in various academic, political and mobility projects. “Young people – you are the future of Europe, 

European project and European unity. And when I look at you, I see unlimited opportunities,” Calegari ended.  

The opening speech of Lýdia Hirošová, the President of the youth organization Young Europeans (Mladí Európania, 

ME), was focused on the experience of her organization in working with young people. She mentioned that Young 

Europeans were created as the pro-European Slovak youth platform and the members of the organization are very proud 

that they can spread European message among students and young people in Slovakia. Most of members of ME have a 

direct experience with the EU youth programmes and they want to promote the advantages of these youth initiatives 

among young people in Slovakia as well as abroad. 

                       

                                                  Lýdia Hirošová                                                                                    François Lafond  

François Lafond expressed his enthusiasm for being the moderator and coordinator of the panels of the Conference. 

Especially, he praised the initiative to dedicate the entire Conference to the topic of the opportunities which the EU 

offers to young Europeans for their personal, academic and career development. According to Lafond, this is crucially 

important nowadays when the youth unemployment across EU member states is alarmingly high – in some states even 

two times higher than the unemployment of other age groups. It is therefore crucially important to discuss and promote 

the projects and programmes which the EU institutions as well as other governmental and non-governmental 

organizations working within the EU offer to young people in order to educate them, train them and raise them to future 

European professionals.    
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I.PANEL:  

THE YOUTH IN THE EU, THE SITUATION AND FACTS. 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

The panellists of the first panel were Vlasta Kunová, Slovak academic Professor, Xabier Iñigo Ochandiano Martínez, 

the Director of Planning and Innovation on Employment of the Basque Government, Igor Hraško, the Member of the 

Slovak parliament, Peter McGuigan, a Researcher of the Institute of European Democrats (IED) and an assistant in the 

European Parliament to Irish MEP Marian Harkin (ALDE), Jana Stadtruckerová, a Representative of the Section of 

Implementation of State policies and European and International Initiatives of Research and Development of the Slovak 

Ministry of Education, Science, Research and Sport and Sarah Robin, a Youth representative of international youth 

organization of Young Democrats for Europe (YDE).  

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

“The concept of Europeanism has its roots in the Roman law,” Slovak academic Professor Vlasta Kunová said during 

the opening speech for the first panel, by which she proved that the idea of united Europe is older than thousand years. 

As a result, the European project is not a new idea, but it is the concept which has 

its theoretical background in the legal system of Ancient Rome, which historical 

importance is unquestionable. However, the education, a basis for advanced 

Europe, is a field which experiences continuous differences across the EU 

member states. As an academic Professor with many years of experience in the 

field, she is convinced that there is a great need for the coordination of the 

educational systems of EU member countries and unification of them into a single 

European educational platform. This is related also to the need for connection of 

education to practice in order to prepare students for the professional world and 

increase their chances to be successful in the labour market. According to 

Professor Kunová, the politics of education in USA is much modern and 

interconnected to the needs of labour market than the European ones. As a 

consequence, the EU should take an example from the US educational system in 

its united concept as well as in its interconnection with practice, which is the key 

for decreasing of unemployment of young European graduates.  

 

In the view of Xabier Iñigo Ochandiano Martínez, the Director of Planning and Innovation on Employment of the 

Basque Government, youth unemployment is a highly structural problem. He emphasized that data have to be analysed  
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better in this field. The Employment services manage a lot of data, but they are not always used efficiently. “We have 

to transform the data into information and information into knowledge to plan 

better,” said Ochandiano Martínez, “and of course we have to listen directly to 

young people.” Other problem lies, in his view, in qualification and skills. “It is 

difficult for young graduates with no work experience to get employed, despite 

of the fact they have mobility experience and speak many languages,” he said on 

behalf of problems which young university graduates experience when looking 

for job. As a consequence, work experience is crucially important today. He sees 

the solution in looking at the needs of the companies and the gap between that 

and qualifications of young people. The proper transition from education to the 

labour market is crucially important. According to him, money from the EU may 

help countries and regions to set up initiatives, but firstly we have to look to 

ourselves and plan well. In addition, it is very important to share good practices 

at the European level, between countries and regions.  

 

The Member of the Slovak National 

Council Igor Hraško was evaluating the pros and cons which students' experience 

on mobility programmes give to the state. The aim of the state is bring people, 

who studied or worked abroad, back to home country where they could use their 

experience, skills and knowledge acquired abroad for benefit of their mother 

country. This is also the case of Slovakia which needs such people for the 

Ministries, National Council and related. He emphasized that mainly post-

communist states such as Slovakia need ambitious, skilled and open-minded 

graduates to replace people of the former regime on high state positions. Hraško 

also added that “Slovakia has plenty of skilled and clever people who may become 

“creators” of jobs”. However, the system must allow them to do this and make 

this possible by, for instance, making the entry to the business sector easier.  

 

Peter McGuigan, a Researcher of the Institute of European Democrats (IED) and assistant in the European Parliament 

to Irish MEP Marian Harkin (ALDE), entered the debate by important fact that youth unemployment rate is highest 

ever. “The EU-28 unemployment rate was 9.8% in March 2015. Among the Member States, the lowest unemployment 

rate in March 2015 was recorded in Germany (4.7%) and the highest in Greece 

(25.7% in January 2015) and Spain (23.0%),” McGuigan said. From his point 

of view, youth is going through a very difficult time at present, especially in 

terms of employment and entry to the labour market. In fact, since the European 

project began, young people have never faced a situation whereby their parents 

would have a better standard of living and quality of life compared to them. 

From a political perspective of the EU, there has been some developments, 

namely recognition by the new Commission that youth unemployment is a main 

priority. “President Juncker has stated prior to being elected that there was a 

“lack of social fairness” in the European economy since the crisis and that there 

needs to be a move back towards the social market economy,” he informed. This 

is supposed to be performed also through the Youth Guarantee programme, 

which seeks to ensure that all EU Member States make a good-quality offer to 

all young people up to age 25 of a job, continued education, an apprenticeship 

or a traineeship within four months of leaving formal education or becoming 

unemployed. “These initiatives that the EU have set up to tackle unemployment focus on creating a flexible and educated 

workforce which can easily move from the classroom to the workplace,” McGuigan concluded.  
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A Youth representative of the international youth organization of Young Democrats for Europe (YDE) Sarah Robin 

presented the view of the problem mainly from a perspective of youth. She sees a big issue in the fact that young people 

can influence the EU as well as national politics towards youth education and 

employment very hardly. This is, according to Robin, the root of the problem, 

because consequently, youth problems are continuing to be solved by older 

politicians. “Less than 10% of MEPs are younger than 40 years,” she 

emphasized. In her view, the dialogue between youth organizations and 

institutions and EU/state/local authorities has to improve and become more 

efficient. What is more, young people have to be involved more in the political 

processes and decision-making, mainly in regards to the issues which directly 

concern them.  

 

Jana Stadtruckerová, a Representative of the Section of Implementation of State 

policies and European and International 

Initiatives of Research and Development of 

the Slovak Ministry of Education, Science, 

Research and Sport, was talking mainly about the practise of the Ministry with the 

EU projects, which the Ministry supports mainly through the structural funds. “It 

is extremely important to link education with labour market,” she said concerning 

a high number of young Slovak graduates, who cannot find job, especially a job 

related to their education. She assured that the Slovak Ministry of Education works 

on various new schemes in order to adjust education to the needs of labour market. 

According to Stadtruckerová, the Ministry works also on the scheme which aim is 

to attract Slovaks who studied abroad and/or work abroad to return to their home 

country. In this regard, she presented the new scheme of the Slovak Ministry of 

Education called “Coming Home” which focuses to help Slovaks, studying or 

working abroad, to return to Slovakia and work there.  

 

The moderator François Lafond added that many things towards improving of the situation of youth in the EU has 

progressed, however, there are still many issues which need reform alarmingly, such as an interconnection of education 

to the needs of labour market as well as a greater link between education and internships in the companies related to 

their study subjects.  

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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II.PANEL:  

BEYOND ERASMUS, AFTER 20 YEARS OF SUCCESS. 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

The panellists of the second panel were Slavomír Rudenko, Slovak academic professor, lawyer and a Member of the 

Board of Institute of European Democrats (IED), Marcela Hajtmánková, the Director of the Department of Support 

and Development of Work with Youth of the Slovak Youth Institute IUVENTA, Zuzana Poláčková, a Representative 

of EPIC – the agent for Erasmus for Young Entrepreneurs programme in Slovakia, Ondrej Mäsiar, the Chairman of 

the organization promoting European Voluntary Service MladiInfo and Lýdia Hirošová, a Youth Representative of 

Young Europeans (ME). 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

“It does not happen every day that Erasmus creates such important part of the Conference,” said Slovak academic 

professor, lawyer and a Member of the Board of Institute of European 

Democrats (IED) Slavomír Rudenko in the beginning of his opening speech. 

He praised the success of this mobility programme which may be visible not 

only on thousands of young Europeans who gained extremely valuable 

experience thanks to Erasmus, but also on the fact that Erasmus is going to be 

transported to the third world countries. “This means Erasmus is something 

which may inspire the whole world,” Rudenko emphasized. In Rudenko's view, 

it is fantastic privilege that everyone who wants to go abroad can really go 

abroad. “It is not just a pure initiative, it is something which has changed the 

lives of many – the whole generation has been grown on Erasmus,” Rudenko 

highlighted. However, even 3-moths long experience acquired during Erasmus 

may change a student's preferences and may influence that s/he will decide to 

leave his/her home country and replace it for the country of his/her Erasmus 

stay. This, in his words, has to be changed. In addition, Rudenko thinks that not 

only universities but also private sectors and NGOs should join the mobility 

programmes such as Erasmus and start to offer foreign internships and work mobility programmes to students. In his 

view, this could significantly improve the difficulties which young graduates experience when looking for job.  

 

The Director of the Department of Support and Development of Work with Youth of the Slovak Youth Institute 

IUVENTA Marcela Hajtmánková explained the history of youth programmes in Slovakia. She presented very  
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beginnings of the youth initiatives in Slovakia which started with the initiative 

“Youth for Europe” in 1996 and the programme “Youth” in 1998, which target was 

to make young Slovaks more pro-European orientated. In 2007, the programme 

“Youth in Action” and the Programme of Lifetime Learning, administrated by two 

national agencies for youth programmes SAAIC - National Agency of the Lifelong 

Learning Programme and IUVENTA, began to run. In 2014, they joined together to 

Erasmus+ programme. Hajtmánková emphasized that over 15 000 Slovaks 

participated in “Youth in Action” during 7 years of its existence, which she considers 

as a significant number. “What is more, most of Slovaks who completed volunteering 

(within above stated programmes) have been successful to get employed in a similar 

field in which their volunteering was based on,” Hajtmánková said. However, she 

sees a problem in the fact that still more foreign students and young people coming 

to Slovakia for mobility and volunteering programmes than Slovaks going abroad.  

 

Zuzana Poláčková, a Representative of EPIC organization, which is the agent for 

Erasmus for Young Entrepreneurs programme in Slovakia, was talking about the 

specifics of Erasmus for Young Entrepreneurs, which is becoming very popular 

across Europe. “Erasmus for Young Entrepreneurs is a perfect supplementation to 

Erasmus+,” Poláčková expressed, “and it is for people who want to do business, have 

real business plans and need help with their implementations.” In her opinion, the 

programme provides a perfect structure for those, who want to establish the 

organization, business company and related. It is also one of the key solutions how to 

decrease youth unemployment in Europe.  

 

Ondrej Mäsiar, the Chairman of the 

organization promoting European Voluntary 

Service (EVS) MladiInfo, entered the debate by praising Erasmus+ for providing 

not only university exchange programmes and motilities for teachers, but also the 

volunteering opportunities. From his point of view, “a key task is that students 

and young people would like to not only do traineeships and university exchanges 

but also to volunteer.” He sees great advantages and positives in volunteering – 

according to the statistics of MladiInfo, 95% of their past and present volunteers 

confirm their English has improved a lot thanks to volunteering mobility and 70% 

of them confirm that volunteering has helped them to find a job. What is more, 

Mäsiar stated that on the basis of latest findings of EVS, 80% of well-known and 

large European companies said it is important that their future employees would 

have experience in 

volunteering.  

 

European Volunteering Service was further and very 

interestingly presented by David Hluško, an EVS volunteer, 

who made a video call from Hanoi, Vietnam, where he was doing 

volunteering. Within volunteering, he was teaching English to 

Vietnamese university students as well as he was working for 

several NGOs. In his opinion, EVS is a perfect way how to gain 

new skills and abilities, know new people, gain new friends, 

improve languages, travel and get to know new places, different 

cultures, traditions and habits as well as do something for people  
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who need it. Hluško is very glad he had received the opportunity to volunteer in Vietnam, the country which has attracted 

him to such a scale that he wants to return there in the future.  

 

“I am very happy that I am a member of the generation within which I do not need to 

ask whether I could go to study for semester or year abroad but I ask where I will go to 

study,” a Youth Representative of Young Europeans (ME) Lýdia Hirošová said. 

However, she is worried why so low number of students in Slovakia complete the 

mobility programmes. More information and greater propagation of the EU programmes 

among young people are needed in order to attract them. Last but not least, she believes 

more information on the EU programmes should be 

provided for HR officers in order to value graduates 

with mobility or volunteering experience more than 

those who have no such kind of experience. 

 

The moderator François Lafond closed the discussion by summary of all 

improvements and achievements of the programme Erasmus after more than twenty 

years of its existence on the European continent. Last but not least, he believes that 

harmonization of education is a crucial task which needs to be performed across the 

EU because precisely Erasmus has detected how great differences among national 

systems of education exist among EU member states. “You are the ones who can 

influence the future in every field,” Lafond concluded, “you just have to work on 

yourselves and take risks.”  

 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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WORKSHOPS 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

The partner organizations and visiting organizations offered the Workshops at the Conference. Through them, 

information about the specific capabilities and features of individual programmes were presented to the audience. This 

was accompanied by the discussion on the conditions, course and application forms for particular programmes, 

especially for the programme Erasmus+. The representatives of several Slovak and European youth organizations such 

as AEGEE Bratislava – European Students' Forum, MladiInfo, Mladi Europania / Young Europeans / and Nová 

Generácia / New Generation / participated in the workshops. In addition, direct experience of individuals who completed 

the EU youth programmes were presented to the audience. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

After the workshops, the moderator of the Conference François Lafond concluded the event by the summarization and 

repetition of main findings and arguments presented in both discussion panels of the Conference as well as at the 

Workshops of the youth organizations. 
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OFFICIAL PROGRAMME OF THE CONFERENCE 
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OFFICIAL INVITATION AND POSTER OF THE CONFERENCE 
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WEB PROMOTION OF THE CONFERENCE 

The Conference was promoted on the web portals of web daily newspapers, university portals, event portals and web 

pages of organizators. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

EURÓPSKE NOVINY /EUROPEAN NEWS/: 

European News is the most extensive news service on the actual information from the 

European Union on the Slovak Internet.  

 

„Find your opportunities in the EU this Monday in Bratislava!“ / „Nájdi svoje možnosti v EÚ už tento pondelok 

v Bratislave!“ 

(www.europskenoviny.sk) – 7 May 2015 – Web  

 

Web link: http://www.europskenoviny.sk/2015/05/07/najdi-svoje-moznosti-v-eu-uz-tento-pondelok-v-bratislave/ 
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TRNAVA UNIVERSITY, Slovakia  

Historical Trnava University (TU) represents one of the oldest universities in 

Slovakia, which offers the study programmes in Philosophy and Arts, 

Education, Health Care and Social Work, Technology and Law.  

„Information for students – Invitation: European Union and the opportunities for youth 2014+“ / „Informácie pre študentov 

– Pozvánka: Európska únia a možnosti pre mladých 2014+“ 

(www.pdf.truni.sk) – 29 April 2015 – Web + University students' portal + University's Notice Board  

 

Web link:  http://pdf.truni.sk/student?2015-04-29-eu-moznosti-pre-mladych 
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UNIVERSITY OF SS.CYRIL AND METHODIUS, Slovakia  

UCM, which is located in Trnava, provides education in different fields of the humanities and social 

sciences, in physiotherapy, teaching, as well as in chemistry and biotechnology. 

„Information for students – Invitation: International Conference EU and the opportunities for youth 

2014+“ / „Informácie pre študentov – Pozvánka: Medzinárodná konferencia EÚ a možnosti pre mladých 

2014+“ 

(www.ucm.sk) – 30 April 2015 – Web + University students' portal + University's Notice Board  

 

Web link:  http://fmk.sk/prihlaste-sa-na-konferenciu-eu-a-prilezitosti-mladym-2014/ 
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YOUNG EUROPEANS /MLADÍ EURÓPANIA, ME/ 

ME is a Slovak youth organization and co-orgnizator of the Conference.  

 

„Our Events - EU and the opportunities for youth 2014+“ / „Naše eventy - EÚ a možnosti pre mladých 2014+“ 

(www.mladieuropania.sk) – 27 April 2015 – Web  

 

Web link: http://www.mladieuropania.sk/nase-eventy/eu-a-moznosti-pre-mladych-2014/ 
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EUROPEAN DEMOCRATIC PARTY IN SLOVAKIA 

 
Slovak EDP/EDS is a Slovak liberal, democratic, pro-European political party and a member of 

the Institute of European Democrats (IED) and European Democratic Party (PDE-EDP).  

 

„International Conference European Union and the opportunities for youth 2014+“ / „Medzinárodná konferencia Európsa 

únia a možnosti pre mladých 2014+“ 

(www.eds-sk.sk) – 27 April 2015 – Web  

 

Web link: http://www.eds-sk.sk/medzinarodna-konferencia-europska-unia-a-moznosti-pre-mladych-2014-11-maj-2015-bratislava/ 
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HEY EVENT PORTAL  

Web link: http://heyevent.de/event/gbnytdcw7tr4qa/eu-a-moznosti-pre-mladych-2014 

 

 

ALL EVENTS . IN BRATISLAVA PORTAL 

Web link: http://allevents.in/bratislava/eu-a-mo%C5%BEnosti-pre-mlad%C3%BDch-2014/1591339084480497 

 

WHERE EVENT PORTAL 

Web link: http://www.wherevent.com/detail/Mladi-Europania-EU-a-moznosti-pre-mladych-2014 
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SOCIAL MEDIA PROMOTION OF THE CONFERENCE 

  

The Conference was intensively promoted on the social media portals of the Young Europeans /Mladí Európania, ME/ 

and a Slovak member of IED and PDE-EDP European Democratic Party /Európska Demokratická Strana, EDP/EDS/. 

The Social Media Promotion lasted for three weeks. As a result, the event received a broad support and interest of the 

general public, which may be seen on a number of impressions, likes and accounts reached on the social media 

profiles. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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SUMMARY  
 

 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Summary of the International Conference “European Union and the Opportunities for Youth 2014+”, which took 

place on 11 May 2015 in Bratislava, Slovakia: 

 over 60 participants from universities, high schools, academic world, governmental and non-

governmental sectors and public sector 

 participants and speakers from 9 European countries –Basque Country, Belgium, France, Ireland, 

Italy, Poland, San Marino, Slovakia and Spain 

 15 speakers from academic sector, governments, parliaments, governmental and non-governmental 

organizations 

 8 web promotions on internet, 100 posters distributed across Slovakia 

 1 official Facebook page on Facebook 

 more than 15 Facebook posts on Facebook 

 more than 27 tweets on Twitter 

 more than 66 Facebook likes on Facebook 

 over 1000 people reached on Facebook 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

The Conference was organized with the financial support of the European Parliament. 

 

 

 

Author of the report: Adriana Čiefová (June 2015) 


